ABSTRACT. The objective of this paper was to determine if a fusion of online assessment methods is a feasible methodology for online assessment of performance of users inside virtual reality simulators. Three different forms of the Fuzzy Naive Bayes method based on statistical distributions were used to assess specific tasks and the fusion of information was performed by a Weighted Majority Voting system. Data was compiled representing a portion of the Gynecological Examination, which is a checkup examination that is routinely performed for women and is paramount in finding earlier cases of cervical cancer. Confusion matrices and Kappa coefficients were obtained using a Monte Carlo simulation for this method. From the analysis of these results, it is possible to confirm that this method performed well, with a substantial agreement degree.
INTRODUCTION
It is well known that the more a given task is performed, the more practicality and expertise will be achieved. For some areas, especially in medicine, the lack of practice in certain procedures can have consequences ranging from simple complications to the patient death. Tools have been created to aid in the learning and enhancement of certain skills, considering that practice in medicine is of vital importance. For the health sciences, the most popular method for training is the use of guinea pigs, corpses and mannequins, but these have limitations such as wear of the material over time and lack of representation of the real characteristics of a human being. Another method used in medical-schools is allowing students to practice with real cases under the supervision of a physician, which limits their training to simple often-occurring cases, causing sometimes discomfort to the patient [17] . A solution proposed in 1999 [1] , which has been improved since then, is the use of virtual reality (VR) simulators for the training of certain medical procedures. Training systems implemented using virtual reality have been used in several areas [2] and its main purpose is to produce the sensation of immersion for the user in order to make the training of the chosen procedure executed as realistic as possible. Attached to the VR system, it is possible to have one or more assessment systems with the function of analyzing the data generated by the execution of the procedure, and returning a report to the user informing them about their performance. Additionally, it has been proven that surgeons trained in virtual reality systems can obtain better results when compared to those trained by traditional methods [10] .
In order to be able to return information about the user's performance, it is important to analyze the user's actions in this environment. Information about the user's movement in threedimensional space can be captured through common peripherals, such as mouse and keyboard, but it is possible to use more specific haptic devices, which return information such as forces and angles. There are several ways to analyze the information collected during the procedure. These are classified as offline or online when related to the speed in which the information is returned.
The offline assessment is characterized by recording the procedure for further analysis by a professional in the area, who generates a report and returns it to the user. Examples of applications of this type can be found in the literature [1] [16] [24] . The online assessment monitors the user's actions to gather data, such as angle, force, among others, and then compares them with performance classes previously defined by a specialist in this procedure. After the procedure is finalized, the result of this comparison is returned to the user in a maximum time of one second.
A recurring problem is that a few moments after the simulated procedure is done, the user cannot clearly remember the exact movements they performed, thus reducing the learning [18] . The solution for that problem lies on the online assessment. Since it is incorporated into the simulator, the result of the simulation is returned as soon as the simulation is completed, within a range of less than one second, thereby increasing the amount of information captured by the user [15] . This is the main feature that makes the online approach more suitable for amplifying the user's learning when compared to offline, since the user can identify their errors and correct them at the next execution.
These assessment systems can be based on logic, probabilistic models, fuzzy models, neural networks, or mixture models, thus creating hybrid systems. In the area of health, several training systems have been proposed. Some of these use machine learning, fuzzy sets, or Naive Bayes methods and variations [8] [11] [15] .
As mentioned before, there are several methods in the literature that reach this result, but it has already been proven that certain methods have better performance when applied to certain types of data, thus the relevance of the statistical distribution of the data. Traditionally, only one method is used for each application, but proposals have already been made in which more than one method is used, thus composing a fusion of assessment systems [26] . By using the fusion of information, every piece of data will be analyzed by a method that considers its statistical distribution, which may lead to a more accurate result when compared to a single method assessing them all.
The purpose of this article is to analyze the feasibility of fusing specific methods for assessment of users' performance in a virtual reality training system for a simulation of Gynecological Examination. More precisely, we will use variations of the Fuzzy Naive Bayes [17] method to assess certain variables of the exam and computational granularity for the task of fusing the results of these methods.
In the coming sections, important concepts for the understanding of the presented problem will be explored, as well as the bibliographic review mentioned previously. Then, the methodology used in order to achieve the objective of this proposal will be presented. Lastly, this paper will finish with the discussion of the results and then the conclusion.
SELECTED FUNDAMENTALS

Gynecological Examination
Gynecological Examination is a procedure that aims to identify cervical cancer and lesions related to the Herpes and HPV viruses. This examination is of utmost importance for women's health because, in addition to allowing the treatment of HPV and Herpes, it helps to identify cervical cancer in its early stages. It was estimated in 2009 that there is a reduction of 80% of cervical cancer mortality when it is found in women 25 to 65 years old and treatment is performed [5] . In addition, according to the INCA (Instituto Nacional de Cancer), from 2010 to 2014, there were around twenty-six thousand deaths in the world related to cervical cancer [12] . INCA is the national cancer institute that aims to prevent and treat cancer in Brazil. In addition to its social work, this institute also contributes to the society by collecting data and carrying out studies about cancer.
This examination consists of the following steps: anamnesis, breast examination, examination of the abdomen and examination of the external and internal genitals. Anamnesis is the collection of information about the patient, such as age, sex, number of children, etc. The next four steps involve physical contact with the patient, but this work will focus only on the last stage of the examination, given limitations of technology. This is the examination of the internal genitalia, firstly observing the external part looking for anomalies on the distribution of pubic hair and deformations on the patient's lower lips and then inserting the speculum to locate any wounds on the vaginal walls and analyze the cervix. In this part, it is necessary to detect abnormal characteristics and, from these, the prescription of exams according to the diagnosis of the doctor. Finally, it is necessary to collect material for cytological, bacteriological and cervical mucus analisys using the Ayre spatula and a Cytobrush, and characteristics such as elasticity, roughness and presence of tumors should be observed through touch [3] .
For this paper, some of the variables presented in the phase of the exam described above will be simulated and analyzed. Additionally, in order to assess the performance of the user, parameters will be used for a healthy patient. Table 1 presents the variables and their respective data distributions, which were used to choose the assessment method for each variable. The insertion of the speculum has an acceptable variation around its entrance angle, in which the patient is not harmed, i. e., this insertion has a variation in relation to its central point of entrance. This problem can be modeled through a Gaussian density probability, which mean is the central point of entrance and the standard deviation is the acceptance around it.The mean of the total time spent on each phase of the Gynecological Examination is modeled similarly to the lifetime of a process or product. The Exponential distribution is normally used on this context, which each parameter is the mean time spent in each phase [23] .The identification or not a determined anomaly follows the Bernoulli distribution, in which only two results are possible.The cervix area was divided in 8 sectors and the final event was having covered or not each sector. As each sector is independent with respect to others, the Binomial distribution is used to model all area. The Binomial distribution is a general case of the Bernoulli distribution, and for this reason these two last variables were modeled as Binomial distributions [25] . 
Fusion of Assessment Methods
The fusion of assessment methods can be accomplished in several different ways. From the analysis of individual results to the modifications in the calculations of each method [26] , the fusion aims at the use of different assessment methods to improve the task of assessing the performance of the user.
Techniques for merging methods have been studied since 1990 [29] . There are three different types of aggregators [26] . The first works before the results are generated, that is, in the body of the method itself. The second starts after the methods inform their results. The third is specialized for methods which results are fuzzy, that is, number in the interval [0, 1]. Three different types of fusion were found for the first group described above. These are the dynamic selection of method, the grouping and structuring of methods and, finally, the hierarchical mixture of experts.
For the second group, there are two techniques. These are the voting method [13] and the behavior-knowledge space method. As the name implies, the voting method adds up the number of times each class appears in the results, selecting the most voted class. There is also a way to organize the classes by an order of precedence. For this, there are methods that reduce or reorder classes into groups. For the reduction, methods of union or neighborhood intersection are used. In addition, for the reordering, methods of class precedence, of class with greater relevance and of logistic regression are used.
For the third group, that is, methods returning fuzzy measures, Bayesian fusion methods are used, which may be a simple Bayesian mean or a Bayesian integration, fuzzy integral, DempsterShaffer combination, fuzzy templates, product of experts, or neural networks. The fuzzy integrals may be from Sugeno, Choquet, or Weber.
In this paper, the results of each method will be fused, i.e., the fusion will occur after all assessment methods have processed their variables. To make this process simpler from the problematic and computational points of view, only a variety of methods from the one presented in the next topic will be used. The input and the method will vary according to the distribution of the data and the output will always be a label or degree of membership of the data for the performance class.
Fuzzy Sets and Probability
Let there be a space of objects X with a generic element x. Given that, X = {x}. A fuzzy set A can be defined in X characterized by a membership function µ A (x) which correlates each point x in X to a real number in the interval [0, 1]. The value of µ A (x) represents the degree of membership of x in A [30] . For example, if µ A (x 0 ) = 0, it is said that x 0 does not belong to A; if µ A (x 1 ) = 1, it is said that x 1 belongs to A; and if µ A (x 2 ) = 0.7, it is said that the membership degree of x 2 in A is 0.7.
Furthermore, a fuzzy set A with membership function µ A (x) can be expressed by the set of its α−cuts. Then, it is denoted by A α and the following is true:
The membership function µ A (x) can also be represented in terms of its α−cuts [6] :
In 1968, Zadeh introduced the concept of probability for fuzzy events [31] . Let B be a σ -field of Borel subsets in R n and P be a probability measure over Ω .Let F be a fuzzy event in B with pertinence function µ F : R n → [0, 1]. the probability of F is defined by the integral of LebesqueStieljes:
i.e., the probability of a fuzzy event F is the mathematical expectation of its membership function. It can be rewritten as:
Some fuzzy versions for the Naive Bayes classifier were proposed and in this work we follow the version proposed by Störr [28] , which uses the concept of probability introduced here and was used by [17] as a kernel of an assessment system for training based on VR.
Fuzzy Naive Bayes
Formally, let there be the classes of performance in space of decision Ω = {1, ..., M} where M is the total number of classes of performance. Let there be ω i , i ∈ Ω the class of performance for a trainee. It is possible to determine the class of performance most probable for this trainee given a data vector X = {X 1 , X 2 , ..., X n } and it is assumed each X k , k = 1, ..., n, is a fuzzy variable, with normalized membership functions µ i (X k ), where i = 1, . . . , M. The method is defined by [17] :
where S is a scale factor. In order to reduce this method's computational complexity, the logarithm function was applied to Equation 2.3, replacing multiplications by additions. Thus, rewriting P(w i |X) as g(w i , X 1 , ..., X n ), given by
The classification rule for Fuzzy Naive Bayes is: select performance class w i for the vector X if
Although this method is very useful for assessment tasks, it does not assume a specific distribution [22] . In this paper, three different variations of the method presented above were used. These are Fuzzy Exponential Naive Bayes (FExpNB) [22] , Fuzzy Gaussian Naive Bayes (FGauNB) [19] , and Fuzzy Binomial Naive Bayes (FBinNB) [21] . For the Fuzzy Exponential Naive Bayes method, the ln[P(X k |W i )] element from Equation 2.3 is given by [22] :
where λ ki is the inverse of the mean of the variable X k learned from the training data. For the Fuzzy Gaussian Naive Bayes method, the ln[P(X k |W i )] element from Equation 2.3 is given by [19] :
where µ k is the mean and σ k is the standard deviation learned from the training data.
For the Fuzzy Binomial Naive Bayes method, the ln[P(X k |W i )] element from Equation 2.3 is given by [21] :
where η k is the number of experiments observed for the variable X k and p ki is the success probability, both learned from the training data.
It can be observed that each variable was assessed by the method corresponding to their statistical data. Table 2 presents the different types of distribution from database used here and their respective assessment methods. 
Weighted Majority Voting
The majority rule, or voting system, is a very popular aggregation method used in many different cases. What makes this method so popular is its simplicity, which makes processing faster and less complex. There are many variations of this method, some more complex use trees or fuzzy sets in its calculations. However, the one used in this paper is the weighted version of the most traditional approach [13] . The label outputs can be represented as votes of support for the classes of performance as
is the vote of the assessment of the data X with the assessment method D i for the performance class w j .
The final decision for the data vector X is obtained through weighted voting as
where b i is the given weight for assessment method D i .
In this study, this decision system was applied as an aggregator on the fusing of the output from the mentioned assessment methods. It sums all the votes for each performance class and the class that presents the higher amount of votes is the one selected. In order to make this voting more realistic, weights are assigned for each assessment method depending on the relevance of their respective variables to the simulation. The weights were assigned by a specialist in the area.
Confusion Matrix
The confusion matrix is a table used to measure the performance of an assessment method on a data set for which there exists an expected answer. A simple way of measuring the percentage of correct decisions made by the method is to compute the sum of the values in the main diagonal of the matrix divided by the sum of all values of the matrix [9] . The following table shows the confusion matrix for a three class assessment system. Table 3 : Example of a confusion matrix.
Predicted as − > C1 C2 C3 C1 = very good X 11 X 12 X 13 C2 = need training X 21 X 22 X 23 C3 = unacceptable X 31 X 32 X 33
Kappa Coefficient
The Kappa Coefficient K is widely used in the literature of pattern classification [7] . This coefficient was proposed by Cohen [4] and it is a weighted measure which takes into account agreements and disagreements between two sources of information. From a confusion matrix:
with P 0 and P c as:
where n ii is the total of the main diagonal, n i+ is the total of line i, n +i is the total of column i, M is the total number of classes, and N is the total of possible decisions in the classification matrix.
The variance of the Kappa Coefficient K, denoted by σ 2 K is described by [20] as:
where θ 1 and θ 2 are given by:
All Kappa coefficients and respective variances were computed, which are presented in the Results section of this paper. Additionally, according to Landis and Koch nomenclature [14] , the Kappa coefficient can be interpreted as presented in the Table 4 . Almost Perfect
Simulation
It has been proven that several classification methods found in the literature can obtain better performance when applied to data from specific statistical distributions [27] . In order to test if the approach proposed in this paper is feasible, a Monte Carlo simulated data was generated based on the variables presented on Table 1 . One set of data containing 100 samples per class was generated for both the training and the assessment tasks. In fact, 150 samples were generated, but the first 50 were discarded in order to prevent unwanted oscillations in the probability distributions.
Each sample had three classes of performance, which then had 9 dimensions, one for each variable displayed on Table 1 . Each variable was analyzed by their assigned assessment method and their results stored to then be fused using the weighted majority voting system. The weights used for each assessment method are displayed on Table 5 . These weights were determined by the relevance of their variables to the procedure simulated by this work. The parameters used to generate the data for each class of performance and dimension are displayed on the tables 6 to 8. They were grouped on these tables by their data distribution. All distributions had their data generated using the same methodology, but different parameters, which were designed to be as similar to the real procedure as possible. Additionally, variables one and two were simulated as Binomial distributions with η = 1. The classes are considered as class one (C1) for very good performance, class two (C2) for acceptable performance and class three (C3) for unacceptable performance. The final result of the whole assessment process was stored in a confusion matrix, which will be presented in the results section. 
RESULTS
Using the methodology described in the previous section, confusion matrices and Kappa coefficients were obtained for the performance of each method independently and for the fusion. This simulation was executed on a PC platform with a Intel i3 processor, 4GB of DDR3 RAM, and 1TB hard drive running Lubuntu v17.04. The total time taken to compute the result for the sample described before was 0.0031 seconds.
The FGauNB method individually presented Kappa of 39.55% and variance of 2.31 × 10 −3 . This low agreement coefficient can be explained by the low amount of data assessed by this method, given that better results can be obtained when applied to more dimensions of data. The FBinNB method presented Kappa coefficient of 76.65% with variance 1.87 × 10 −3 and the FExpNB method resulted on Kappa of 57.27% with variance 2.81 × 10 −3 . Additionally, their confusion matrices are displayed on Table 9 , 10 and 11, respectively.
As described before, after the results of each Fuzzy Naive Bayes method were obtained, weighted majority voting was used to perform the fusion of this methods. The resulting confusion matrix for the fusion is displayed on Table 12 . The fusion resulted on Kappa coefficient of 79.98% with variance 1.85 × 10 −3 , which means that the assessment was classified as substantial, according to Table 4 .
Additionally, it is important to highlight that this assessment method never classified samples from class three, which is for unacceptable performance, as class one, which is for very good performance. This mistake would be critical since the main purpose of this system is to properly train physicians for real life cases. 
CONCLUSION
Within this work, a new way of assessing data from virtual reality simulation for the gynecological exam was proposed. This was composed by the fusion determined methods assessing determined variables, depending on their statistical distribution. In order to evaluate if this is a feasible assessment methodology, the assessment of this method was performed through its resulting confusion matrix and Kappa coefficient. Accordingly to the results obtained, this fusion method is feasible for assessment tasks, presenting a substantial agreement degree.
As future works, it would be interesting to analyze the behaviour of this fusion with more variables with different statistical distributions and methods, as well as different methods performing the fusion. Furthermore, we intend to implement the whole VR simulator for the gynecological examination.
